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Beta
Bowl

Startup Enrichment 
Program for Teens

Go from idea to minimum viable product
Beta Launch Your Business

Pitch to Investors

Shark Tank meets Y Combinator
PLUS EDUCATION

Want to stand out on your college applications?
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#1 Entrepreneurial Extracurricular Program
 Motivated students (mostly teens) go from ideation to beta launch
 3 Options: 2-Week Group, 6-Week 1-on-1, or 12-Week Platinum 1-on-1
 Weekly or Daily Video Lessons and Hands-On Business-Building Tasks
 Individual Startup Mentor to Help Teens through Every Step of the Process
 Daily/Weekly Startup Mentor Virtual (Phone, Zoom, or Skype) Sessions
 Teens will turn an idea (even if they don’t have one to begin with!) into an 

MVP (MVP = Minimum Viable Product) and ready-to-launch business!
 From Idea Validation to Financial Models, Marketing, & Investor Pitch 

Decks, Beta Bowl equips teens to build and launch businesses on their own
 Modern curriculum incorporates today’s tech-enhanced startup 

advantages, which enable teens (all people) to launch fast & affordably!
 All participants receive a Successful Completion Certificate, plus come 

away with a unique Business Plan, Marketing Strategy, Financial Model, 
Minimum Viable Product or Launch Page, and Investor Pitch Deck

 Certain Programs culminate in a virtual Beta Bowl Pitch Competitions:
Student Pitch Decks (+ optional videos), will be assessed & receive objective 
feedback, plus consideration to receive $500 to $1500 in awarded funding

 Content-packed extracurricular to both prepare future entrepreneurs and 
differentiate driven students on their resumes for college applications

 6-Week and 12-Week Platinum participants each receive a 100% custom 
college recommendation letter from the Beta Bowl founder, as well as 
come away with a unique business portfolio to set themselves apart for 
future college and scholarships applications, internships, and more!

What is Beta Bowl?
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Entrepreneurship IS the Future
 Traditional jobs are being outsourced and/or replaced by technology
 There is no prescribed “path to success” anymore – all paths carry risk
 The skills to build a business are transferrable across many industries
 An entrepreneurial toolkit will help set students up for success and autonomy 

in any work, school, and life environment – not just building a business
 An understanding of business finance is a leg up in understanding 

economics, personal finance, investing, and the value of money in general
 Entrepreneurship is the one path that has no salary ceiling or expiration date
 Entrepreneurship can be used to create multiple supplemental revenue 

streams, in addition to a traditional 9-to-5 job to diversify your income
 Every generation faces new issues (as well as new technology), and that 

means new opportunities for entrepreneurs to create the next big thing
 Advances in technology (and social media) enable people to quickly and 

affordably build, launch, and grow businesses that reach people all over the 
world – anywhere and anytime…

 …so with these lower barriers to entry and scalability, the time to start is 
NOW, because entrepreneurship IS the future

Why Now?

Beta Bowl has helped hundreds of students nationally (plus a few international 
students) so far throughout 2020 and due to high demand, may in the future be an 

application-only program for a limited number of select gifted students.
In Fall 2019, we launched a pilot session to select gifted students, and in 2020 
expanded nationally (and on a smaller scale internationally), and we’re now 

accepting all interested students into the 2-Week, 6-Week, and 12-Week Platinum 
packages (no application required) until spots fill up.
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Here’s what a few parents have to say:
As featured in Forbes
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You already know the “What”, “When”, & “Why”…
How, Who, & Where?

Motivated Teens
Mentored by Entrepreneurs

& Top Business School Performers
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Lock in your spot for Beta Bowl now
Now accepting ALL interested students into the 2-Week, 6-Week 1-on-1, and 
12-Week 1-on-1 Platinum packages until spots fill up (rolling enrollment basis)

 2-Week Group Immersion: 2-week (8 module), virtual (online) group entrepreneurial extracurricular 
enrichment program, with daily group calls is for motivated students who want a one-of-a-kind 
extracurricular experience and accelerated introduction to entrepreneurship. Students come away with 
a completed pitch deck, financial model, and business plan, a Successful Completion Certificate, as 
well as a great story and viable business to discuss on their resume and college applications.

 6-Week 1-on-1: For students who want a more tailored experience on a more flexible schedule with 
both a more robust curriculum and more individual support, assistance, and feedback, via both weekly 
1-on-1 calls with an individual startup mentor, as well as 24-hour email and text access for feedback 
and help in between calls. Students will also receive a Custom Letter of Recommendation, which can 
be used on an upcoming college or scholarship application, for selective summer programs, as well as 
for future jobs and internships. Students will also have the opportunity to submit their pitch deck to a 
virtual pitch competition, to receive individual scores and feedback from the judges (real entrepreneurs 
and investors), as well as consideration to win the $500 (minimum) in prize funding that will be awarded 
to at least one participant per pitch competition (based on the pitch deck submission)

 12-Week 1-on-1 Platinum Package: For students who want the MOST tailored experience on the 
most flexible schedule with the most robust curriculum and maximum individual support, 
assistance, and feedback, via both weekly 1-on-1 calls with an individual startup mentor (priority on 
having the Beta Bowl founder as the student’s startup mentor), as well as 24-hour email and text 
access for feedback and help in between calls. Students will also receive a Custom Letter of 
Recommendation from the Beta Bowl founder and CEO, specific to the student’s progress, 
growth, and accomplishments throughout the program, which can be used on an upcoming 
college or scholarship application, for selective summer programs, as well as for future jobs and 
internships. Students will also have the opportunity to submit their pitch deck to the Platinum Pitch 
Competition, to receive individual scores and feedback from the judges (real entrepreneurs and 
investors), as well as consideration to win the $1,500 (minimum) in prize funding that will be awarded to 
at least one participant per pitch competition (based on the pitch deck submission). Platinum 
participants may also be eligible for future paid and internship opportunities with Beta Bowl, if 
interested, as well as introductions to other startups for potential internship opportunities, and Beta 
Bowl will act as a reference to facilitate those potential opportunities.

Which package is right for you?

Enroll HERE NOW (Limited spots)
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Lock in your spot for Beta Bowl now
 No additional expenses required, though students will need access to:
 A computer with internet (to access video lessons and collaborate)
 Excel, Numbers, or Google Sheets (for the financial modeling tasks)
 PPT, Keynote, Google Slides or similar program (pitch deck tasks)
 Email (& optionally phone OR computer video chat) for group and/or 

individual startup mentor calls and to receive Beta Bowl communications
 Upon signing up, all students (2-Week, 6-Week, and 12-Week Platinum) will 

receive a participant intake form, and a confirmation email with introductory 
information about the session progress calendar (schedule and curriculum). The 
week ahead of their start date, they will receive access to the Beta Bowl portal, as 
well as their startup mentor call dates/times and join links.

 If multiple students would like to work together on one idea as a “team”, they can 
each sign up individually for the same program/session and each indicate on their 
participant intake form the names of their other teammates; their Beta Bowl 
experience and startup mentor will be coordinated together

 The programs are broken down between video lessons with associated 
resources, templates, and tutorials; startup mentor calls for review, Q&A, and 
collaboration and feedback; and module-specific business-building tasks. 
Call times and total time commitment for students varies by program:
 2-Week Group: Daily (Mon-Fri) 30 to 60 min calls (multiple time options)
 Daily time commitment is on average 1.5 to 2 hours per day, though students do have both

weekends in between and after the program to complete any remaining modules (so no rush)
 6-Week 1-on-1: Weekly 30 to 60 min calls with student’s startup mentor
 Total weekly time commitment is on average 3 to 4 hours (including startup mentor call time) 
 12-Week 1-on-1: Weekly 45 to 60 min calls with student’s startup mentor
 Total weekly time commitment is on average 2 to 3 hours (including startup mentor call time)

Questions? Just email info@beta-bowl.com or text to (415) 462-4625.

Ready to take the next step?

Enroll HERE NOW (Limited spots)
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Beta Bowl Founder/CEO: 
Rachel Greenberg

I don’t just “consult” startups…I found, co-found, and 
invest in them myself…a little about me:

From Wall Street to Silicon Valley (& Silicon 
Beach), I’ve spent the past 9 years working with 
businesses of all sizes, at ALL stages – from pitch 
decks to $100 Million+ acquisition deals

Hi, I’m Rachel Greenberg – a Wall Street investment banker turned 
full-time entrepreneur and startup consultant. I’ve been working with 
startups for ~9 years now, and I’ve helped create and implement 
marketing strategies, investor pitch decks, and rebranding campaigns 
that have collectively reached millions of customers, earned > $1 
Million+ in funding, and generated tens of millions of dollars in 
revenue. (Some have been acquired for 7+ figure valuations, others 
featured in Oprah’s magazine, and one got a deal on Shark Tank!) 
My story in a nutshell:
 Business degree in finance + entrepreneurship
 Began my career at JP Morgan, Piper Jaffray, & Wells Fargo
 Co-founded a college-geared company that exited in 2016
 Hired my former co-founders as the development team on my 

second company, which I sold to an operator-investor 3 years later
 Solo-founded and launched 3 different digital companies in 1 year
 Built the Zero-to-60 digital business accelerator program to help 

first-time entrepreneurs go from idea to business in 60 days
 Created Beta Bowl as an educational enrichment program to 

introduce entrepreneurship to driven teens and future founders

info@beta-bowl.com


